**Content Writing & Editing of E-Bioscope in English for 20th ICFFI - call for application**

Children’s Film Society, India would like to publish e-bioscope everyday starting from 7th -15th November, 2017 in English for the 20th ICFFI as per the details given below.

The content for the e-bioscope needs to be gathered on a daily basis and edited for publishing on the internet which would include complete active coverage of the festival highlighting special events / activities of the day and also conveying the plans for the next day. The Opening ceremony, Workshops, Open Forums, Jury Screenings, Other Events & the Closing Ceremony along with screenings of the films need to publish with actual coverage. This would involve publishing content which will have small write ups, photographs, screening schedules of films and events, interviews of prominent celebrities attending the festival besides providing information useful for communication on the internet so as create publicity.

The information duly edited needs to be conveyed to the publishing agency selected by CFSI & co-ordinated till the material is uploaded on the social media accounts of CFSI & the internet everyday during the festival starting from 1st edition on 7th November, 2017 till the last on the 15th November, 2017.

CFSI would provide office space with computers and telephone facility for two personnel.

Interested Individuals / agencies may forward their offer on Letter Head addressed to the Chief Executive Officer & Festival Director, Children’s Film Society, India, and 24, Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg, Mumbai-26 in Sealed Cover in a wax seal in envelope on or before 16th October, 2017.